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“A people that does not know its past has a poor present
and a cloudy future…”
Yigal Allon

Sayeret Shaked Park
Bitcha

Vision for Establishing the Park
Passing on the “Sayeret Shaked spirit” and everything it
symbolizes to future generations.
Providing education for love of the people and the land, the
values of Zionism and solidarity, defense of the homeland, and
safeguarding its borders and its values.
Respect for and knowledge of the age-old history and
wonderful heritage of our people.
Familiarity with nature and everything in it: trails, riverbeds,
wildlife, and plant life (with an emphasis on the Northern
Negev).
Memorializing and commemorating 137 of this land’s best sons
– fighters of Sayeret Shaked – who fell while defending the
homeland and safeguarding its borders.
A meeting place for the bereaved families and the veterans of
the unit.
A site for fun and hiking, studying, and enjoyment – living and
vibrant values.

Peduim

Ofakim

Gilat Plant Nursery
Gilat

Hashel Araci

Location of the park

Only those who know how to defend their freedom are entitled to it...

Sayeret Shaked – Unit 424 (commado and
patrol unit)

In 1955, ten soldiers – Jews, Bedouin, and Druze – were
recruited for a secret mission in the wild south. Dressed
in civilian clothes and driving a civilian vehicle, equipped
with non-standard weapons, they were sent to find
intelligence teams and other infiltrators (fedayeen) who
crossed the border from Egypt and penetrated into the
Negev to commit acts of terrorism and sabotage.
This small band became Sayeret Shaked.
Sayeret Shaked operated on the Egyptian border, in
the Gaza Strip, in Sinai, in the Arava, and in Jordan.
The unit’s operations were characterized by creativity,
professionalism, daring, and striving for contact with the
enemy.
The heritage of Sayeret Shaked and the unique and original
theory of warfare it developed constituted the basis for all
of the special units in the IDF.
This site commemorates the unit’s soldiers who died
in action and its fighters who participated in complex
operations, deep penetration patrols, dangerous pursuit of
the enemy, heroic actions, and battles in Israel’s wars.
Sayeret Shaked operated as an independent unit until 1978,
and since then as an armored infantry battalion.
In 1983, the unit constituted the basis for the founding of
the Givat Brigade.
The park and the large railway bridge, with its metal beams,
are the connection and the bridge between the Sayeret
Shaked veterans and the commanders and fighters of the
Givat Brigade and the bereaved families. They symbolize
the spirit and vision of Sayeret Shaked’s veterans:
Passing the torch to the next generation of Israel

Introduction
Sayeret Shaked (comando and patrol unit) operated for 23 years – from 1955 until it was
terminated in 1978. This is not a long period from a historical perspective, or even for a regular
IDF unit. However, despite its relatively short period of activity, however, this unit had a great
impact on the mode of operation and behavior of the entire IDF.
In the professional aspect, the linear blocking method, the tracking/concealment technique, and
the track-based cut-off-and-pursue protocol were developed by the unit.
No less important are the patterns of volunteering, friendship, completing the mission ,
persistence in attaining the goal, determination, and sometimes sacrifice.
The soldiers brought these values with them from home, and then

from the education

they acquired from the atmosphere and command backbone in the unit.
A very large part of the spirit in the unit was the joint activity shared by people of different
backgrounds: members of kibbutzim (collective communities), moshavim (cooperative
communities), soldiers from urban communities, Jews from different ethnic groups, Bedouins,
Druze, Circassians, and others. All of these groups made up a melting pot of love of the land
and the people, familiarity with its byways, and the goal of uncompromising defense of its
borders.
Starting in the 1980s, in order to preserve this heritage, the veterans of the unit began to
establish a park that would maintain all of those values – the tradition, heritage, and message
for the future of Unit 424 – Sayeret Shaked.
The site of the British iron bridge was selected as the center of the park – a bridge that is both
a unique historic site and a symbolic monument of a bridge between all the groups, ethnic
communities, settlements, and cultures from which the soldiers came to the unit, where
together they created absolute Zionism, friendship, and a spirit that we, the veterans of the unit,
call the “Shaked spirit.”
This message of knowledge and familiarity with the land, its roads and byways, familiarity with
the history, nature, wildlife, vegetation, rivers and cisterns, knowledge of the unit’s heritage,
commemoration of its fighters, and passing the “Shaked spirit” on to future generations – this
is our goal in the vision of establishing Sayeret Shaked Park.

Goal of the File – The Significance of Soliciting Donations
The Sayeret Shaked Park is classified by the Jewish National Fund as a forest project in an area
defined as belonging to the JNF, and as such, the JNF is budgeting the establishment of the
park.
The JNF budget, however, is incomplete; it covers less than half of the projected cost of the
park.
We, as the team responsible for developing and founding the park, and the Sayeret Shaked
organization, believe that beyond the forest, wildlife and vegetation, water, river and cisterns –
the park’s educational and commemorative activity, and passing on the message of the unit and

Significance of the Park

the Shaked spirit to future generations, are very important.

The significance of the park is explained in the program attachedincluded below.

In order to develop and give proper weight to these goals, which we believe are enormously

Beyond that, however, it is very important to emphasize the primary and principal

important, we need donations from those willing and able to give to the JNF for the sake of the

function of the park: to be a living and vibrant site, full of active visitors, that combines

Sayeret Shaked Park.

interest, study, and enjoyment; a meeting place for the unit’s veterans, friends, and

Later in this booklet, the park is divided into headings and subheadings, and it is of course

bereaved families; for hikers, youth groups, soldiers, and visitors.

possible to make a donation for a specific part of the overall plan.

This park will combine the right amounts of familiarity with an area typical of the

Every donation will undergo the regular approval process of the agencies dealing with this

northern Negev; familiarity with the history of the area back to the days of Abraham the

matter in the JNF, and as is usual in such cases, will list the donors’ names on the site (for

Patriarch, who probably lived in the Tel Gerar area and wandered in the direction of Beer

those who are interested, of course).

Sheva exactly in this area; familiarity with the history of the area over the years and the

On the development and founding team, Arie (Shifman) Ramot, tel. 052-3347734, is responsible

more recent history in the period after WWI and the construction of the iron rail (and the

for handling donations, and anyone who wishes to make a donation should contact him directly.

bridge) from Beer Sheva to Rafah; familiarity with the cisterns, desert irrigation, plant

He will coordinate with the JNF department responsible for donations, provide full particulars,

and wildlife in the area; and above all, familiarity with the heritage of Sayeret Shaked, the

and explain the process of processing the donation.

memory, and the commemoration of the fallen.

It is also possible to contact the JNF directly to make a donation for the Shaked Park,

Founding and developing the Community Forest Project, which will integrate the

(emphasize and verify this) through Michael Ben Abu, tel. 050-7489193.

neighboring communities and those around the site in planting, caring for, nurturing and

There is no set amount for donations. Every person can donate whatever amount he wishes.

preserving the forest.

As members of the team responsible for developing and founding the park and members of the

Activity stations for groups, for the purpose of demonstrating the methods of linear

Sayeret Shaked organization, we wish to thank all of the donors in advance – thank you, and

blocking, tracking, concealment, and cut-off.

well done!

Stations for activities on various subjects, including plants and animals in nature,
leadership, friendship, determination, volunteerism, etc.
A wide range of sports activities, with extreme sports such as wall rappelling, rope and
rope ladder climbing, zip-lining, etc., with bicycle paths, running and navigation areas,
enjoyable hiking routes, seating and lookout areas.
A main “Shaked Trail” with information points along it telling about the history and story
of the unit, its activity and its missions, and a theater for gatherings and shows. Along
the path behind the theater, there is a Commemoration Wall bearing the names of the
fallen.
If we continue in the same direction, and manage to obtain the resources for it, we have
no doubt that the Sayeret Shaked Park will be one of the most beautiful, interesting, and
enjoyable in the Negev.

Sections of Interest with Enlarged Blueprints

Existing exposed limestone and ancient cisterns
Lookout point
British iron bridge – used as a pedestrian crossing
Parking
Observation plaza
Sayeret Shaked commemoration monument functioning
as a theater

Main parking lot and information and service booth

Entrance

Winter pond
Orchard path

Master Plan for the Park
(The main subsections in the plan are specified: parking areas and
an information and service booth, the theater, the monument, the
Commemoration Wall, and the winter pond.)

Principle Points of the Plan
A List of the Main Aspects of the Plan for the Site
1.
Entrance road to the park and parking lot
1.1
The road constitutes the main entrance to the park. It ends in a parking lot that can
accommodate 4-5 buses and 20 private vehicles.
1.2
The two-lane road is 6 meters wide and 1.5 kilometers long.
1.3
The road has pressed shoulders, and is flanked by rows of mature almond trees on both
sides (~400 trees at distances of 7 meters from one another).
1.4
The parking lot is in a low and inconspicuous location. It is not visible from the area of
the bridge, in order not to spoil the view.
1.5
The road and the parking lot are marked in white on the master plan.
2.
The information and service booth
2.1
A complex containing several service buildings is located next to the parking lot, and
constitutes the beginning of every visit to the park. It is a place for initial instruction and
explanation before the tour.
2.2
Access from the parking lot to the information booth is over a small bridge that crosses
over one of the tributaries of the Ofakim River.
2.3
The information and service booth will include a covered plaza, a storehouse, public
lavatories, a room/shelter for screening films, a film projection system, and a booth for
providing information and for distributing informative material about the park and the area.
3.
The traffic system in the park
3.1
The traffic system in the park is composed of a variety of roads and paths, according to
the purposes and possible uses that the park offers to visitors.
3.2
Entrance to the park is on a paved road (as specified in Section 1) as far as the parking
lot, marked in gray on the master plan.
3.3
After the entrance, into 9 kilometers of level limestone roads that provide access to
different parts of the park.
3.4
In addition to roads for vehicles, a very diverse network of paths is planned for the park:
a path for bicycle riders, a water path along the Ofakim River, a visit to the ancient cisterns to
the seasonal pond, and path passing through orchards, some of which already exist and some
of which will be planted when the park is established. The main path – the Sayeret Shaked Trail
– is the heart of the park.
3.5
All the roads and paths are prepared and leveled, comfortable for strolling and hiking.
There will be signage throughout the park’s traffic system (described in a separate section).

4.
The Shaked Trail
4.1
The Shaked Trail, a circular path 930 meters long, is the main path in the park. It is
accessible, in accordance with the accepted standards in Israel for accessibility.
4.2
The path begins in the area of the parking lot/information booth, and begins to rise on the
western bank of the Ofakim River.
4.3
After a moderate climb, the path reaches the vicinity of the theater and the
Commemoration Wall, which face northward towards the iron bridge. (The theater and the
Commemoration Wall are described in a separate section.)
4.4
From the area of the Commemoration Wall, along which the path passes, the path rises
to a lookout point on the western side of the iron bridge. There will be an observation plaza
at this point, with information plaques about the history and significance of the bridge, and a
main information station describing the history of Sayeret Shaked from the date on which it was
founded until it was disbanded and turned into a battalion in the Givati Brigade.
4.5
From there, the path turns eastward and passes over the iron bridge, which will be made
accessible to pedestrians, and reaches the eastern lookout point, where the commemoration
site for the unit’s fallen is currently located. From this point, the path begins to descend along
the eastern bank of the river, until it reaches the starting point in the parking area.
4.6
There will be 12 information points along the path, telling the story of Sayeret Shaked
and its actions and missions throughout its existence. Every such point contains a stone
information slab, with the information engraved in the stone, and an accompanying audio
explanation. At points where it is needed, there will also be a map or a diagram describing the
action or mission.
5.
The theater and the Commemoration Wall
5.1
On the high part of the path between the parking lot and the western lookout point, the
plan is for a covered amphitheater with 150 seats. The structure of the seating area will be
reminiscent of the unit`s wings; in the middle, between the two wings, will be a five meter-high
commemoration column. The column will resemble the vertical section of the unit`s symbol
between its wings.
5.2
Behind the seats, as part of the path, will be a Commemoration Wall, on which will be
engraved the names of the unit’s 137 fallen, among Israel’s best sons. (The structure and
design of the wall
is reminiscent of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, DC).
5.3
For the amphitheater’s design and the view of it from different areas of the park, see the
page describing the design of the theater and the Commemoration Wall, including animated
views from different directions.

6.
Reconstruction, preservation, and modification of the iron bridge
6.1
Over the years, much damage has been caused to the iron bridge, and various metal
parts of it have been stolen. The current construction and gaps make its use as a passageway
impossible. The bridge is planned to be part of the accessible circular path, the Shaked Trail,
and to serve as a base and anchor for extreme sports equipment, which will be based at and
connected to it during the activity, and will be dismantled and stored afterwards. (A description
of the extreme sports topics is in a separate section.)
6.2
The bridge will be reconstructed, preserved, and modified in coordination with and under
the guidance of the Society for the Preservation of Historical Sites, with the aim of leaving the
bridge’s authenticity unchanged. All the work and additions will be carried out with the intention
of leaving the original structure as unchanged as possible.
6.3
An initial survey for the reconstruction, preservation, and modification of the bridge has
been carried out.
7.
Activity stations for learning, educating, and passing on the Spirit of Shaked to future
generations
7.1
In addition to having fun and getting to know this charming, interesting, and beautiful
place, the activity stations will include activities that will deliver an educational message to
those visiting the park.
7.2
There will be activity stations for gaining familiarity with the desert, its vegetation and
wildlife, the subject of water in the desert, and desert agriculture.
7.3
There will be activity stations for leadership, volunteerism, determination, and friendship.
7.4
There will be an activity stations teaching the linear blocking and tracking and
concealment developed by Sayeret Shaked, which are currently used on all of Israel’s borders.
This activity stations will include section of system of 50 meters, including a fence (with
breaches), a section of road, a smoothed-over trail-deleted road section, and a target point that
two groups of infiltrators will try to reach without being detected on the smoothed-over section.
This is all in order to teach about infiltration and its prevention. Visitors to this activity stations
will also study the various kinds of tracks – animal tracks in the desert, tracks left by infiltrators,
and methods of concealing penetration by infiltrators.

8.
Signage
8.1
In addition to providing guidance and directions to sites in the park, there will be signs to
instruct and educate.
8.2
The signs will provide explanations about wildlife and plant life, the historic sites,
cisterns, the seasonal pond, desert agriculture, etc.
9.
Isolation of the Shaked Trail area – vehicle access
9.1
The area of the bridge, the Shaked Trail, and the information booth will be an area that
can be reached only on foot.
9.2
The area will be closed to the passage of vehicles by boulders at suitable intervals that
will not allow access.
People with disabilities and/or wheelchairs will have access on the upper parking lot, very close
to the western lookout point, and from there to a route that is completely accessible. (There will
be a number of gates along the blocking line, enabling passage for maintenance, etc.)
The closed circle is 1,800 meters long, with boulders every 1.8 meters.
10.
Extreme sports, sports equipment and activities
10.1 As noted above, one of the purposes of the park is to be a living and vibrant site. As part
of this goal, various types of sports activities are planned in the park.
10.2 Extreme sports involving the bridge – at its center, the bridge will be 12 meters high. In
addition to being a tourist attraction, the bridge will serve as an anchor and connecting point
for extreme sports equipment, which will be used by qualified instructors (who will be the only
ones to operate the equipment). The equipment will include a zip line, a rope ladder, a climbing
net, a climbing rope, etc.
10.3 In addition to the systems related to the bridge, a standard climbing wall will be built. Also
planned are maps and landmarks for navigation races, a bicycle path, running and hiking paths
are also planned.

Roads and Paths in the Park
Asphalt road
Dirt track
Bicycle path
Topic paths:
Sayeret Shaked Trail and
the iron bridge
The water path
The orchard path

Specified Areas

חניה מרכזית

Main parking
repeated

Secondary channel
of Ofakim River
ערוץ משני
של נחל
אופקים

Main parking
חניה מרכזית

Covered plaza
רחבה מקרה

Picnic grove and
hiking routes
חורשת פיקניק
והתפצלות
למסלולי טיול

Possibility of outdoor classes
ביתן מידע ושירות

אפשרות
לכיתת חוץ

Information and
service booth

חנייה נכים

Handicapped
parking
פריקה וטעינה

Picnic parking
לחניון
פיקניק

Unloading and loading area

Shaked Trail

(The Shaked Trail is a 930-meter circular concrete path. The iron bridge is the northern part
of the ring. The path begins at the main parking lot and the information and service booth,
rises to the theater and the Commemoration Wall, continues to the observation plaza, passes
over the bridge and the existing commemoration area, and descends to the parking area and
the information booth. There are information points along the path telling the story of Sayeret
Shaked from its founding until it was disbanded.)

Lookout point
Iron bridge

Reconstruction, preservation, and adaptation of the bridge to
the program (including a pedestrian crossing on it)

Existing monuments
Existing memorial
monument

Observation plaza

Theater – incorporating a commemoration
monument and a memorial monument

A cross-section of the theater and
the Commemoration Wall

Commemoration Wall
Information booth

Information booth

(including a sun shelter, a storehouse,
an information booth / option for sales,
lavatories)
Main parking

The theater
(150 seats, with the option of sitting on the slope
on both sides of the seats)

The theater

The Information and Service Booth
General plan of the information and service booth

Lavatories

Film screening
room

Counter/office

The theater plan (including the roofing beams)

A view of the theater from the front

Cross-section – The information and service booth

The theater
Main parking

A secondary channel of
the Ofakim River

(The seating area is designed like the unit’s wings with a commemoration
column in the middle resembling the unit’s symbol.)

Information and service booth
The covered assembly plaza
and picnic tables

A view of the theater from the
direction of the bridge

A view of the information and service booth from the direction of the
main parking area and the small passage bridge

Ancient cisterns

The Water Path and the Seasonal Pond
The route connecting the water topics
(Walking along the Ofakim River channel of the plant and wildlife along the
river, the cisterns and ancient irrigation systems, reaching the seasonal
pond surrounded by the orchards, together with the flora and fauna that
have developed around it.
Returning along the western side of the river alongside the vegetation
until the channel opens with a view of the iron bridge)

Ofakim River

Seating area
and explanation
Water path and seasonal pond

ישיבה ישיבה
פינת פינת
והסבר והסבר

Information booth
Winter pond

חורף חורף
שלולית
שלולית

Small dam
סיכרון סיכרון

Cistern

Winter pond

Orchard
Ofakim River

בוסתן בוסתן

Small bridge
גשרון גשרון

פיקניקפיקניק
חורשתחורשת
Picnic grove
והתפצלות
והתפצלות
and hiking routes
למסלולי טיול
למסלולי טיול

יערניתיערנית
דרך דרך

Forestry track

Cross section of the winter pond area
(orchard, dirt mound and passage for hikers, winter pond)

Seating plaza and information

Path along the river (limestone cliff)

Winter pond

Orchard
Dirt mount and passage for
hikers

Table of Costs and Estimated Budget according to
Elements of Construction (not including VAT)

Donations to the Project
As described at the beginning of the booklet, it is possible to donate according to the elements
involved in establishing the park, listed here, or to donate to the park in general.

#

Topic

SubTopic

Estimated Budget Cost
Unit

Quantity

Unit
Price

We hope to receive some of the required amount from the JNF as a forest park that meets all the

Total

JNF definitions. At the same time, very substantial sums are still lacking in order to complete a
beautiful, educational, and enjoyable park.

1

Entrance road, avenue,
and parking

1,010,000

2

Information booth
complex

1,621,000

3

Traffic system

1,400,000

4

Shaked Trail

483,000

We hope to find among our friends and/or those who admire the unit and what it symbolizes,

5

Information points

435,000

and/or donors who connect with the vision and idea behind the founding of the park – people

6

Theater

7

Commemoration Wall

8

Reconstruction,
preservation, and
adaptation of the bridge

1,730,000

9

Activity centers/stations

270,000

1,170,000
212,000

10 Signage

120,000

11

370,000

Isolation of the main area

12 Extreme sports

140,000

13 Irrigation and forestry

300,000

14 Design/Planning

700,000

15 Total

9,981,000

Meetings with soldiers and commanders at various stages of their service and passing on the “Shaked
spirit” and its message for their futures

The vision and activity in developing and establishing the park is motivated by the great desire
of all those involved in the project to pass the “Shaked spirit” on to future generations and to
commemorate the unit’s 137 soldiers, among Israel’s best sons, who gave their lives for its
defense and security.

who will support and help complete this wonderful project.

ניהול הפרויקט ואחריות כוללת  -קק‘‘ל  /מרחב דרום

תכנון אורבנוף  -אדר’ ליאור לוינגר

יזם  -עמותת סיירת שקד.

גרפיקה ועיצוב  -מרינה פרומקין
הדפסה  -דפוס שחף
עריכה ,צילום ועיצוב  -צביקה כהן

